
Priority Stuff 

- Subscription Gives X many words/pages (payges) to read based on word counts of chapters. 

- Payges are defined as so many words but a work can be assigned more or less pages than 
actual word count, but default is set in software 

- Workflow of submission from authors; i.e. submitted, edited, reviewed, approved, promoted, 
published, archived, unpublished statuses 

- Statuses for books; submitted, approved, offered, contracted, withdrawn 

- Readers need to be able to leave comments/reviews (pay per view and subscribers) 

- Comments/reviews should be viewable by all/anonymous users. 

- Ability to offer free content to different classes of users. (Trials and Bonus content) 

- Ability to store and display artwork as part of chapters and books. 

- Categorization and Taxonomy for Stories/Chapters 

- PHP7x (preferred) or HHVM compliant 

-Ability to edit/post stories/chapters using WYSIWYG and regular HTML editors. 

-Ability to have Viewers, Subscribers (various levels), Authors, Editors, Moderators, Admins 

-Ability to control access to reviews and comments via access levels 

-System to keep track of Contracts with Authors by work, with terms 

-Keep track of Payments from Users, amounts owed, collected, and reminders or offers for 
renewals 

-Keep Track of Payments to Authors, amounts earned by book, author share, royalties owed, 
royalties paid, advances given,  

-Keep Track of Author Earnings 

-Reports for Admins and Authors 

-Filter posts using standard TIDY/HTMLAWED libraries for pretty HTML and XSS. 

-Methods to report and filter spam, like akismet or stop forum spam 

 

Nice to get soonest 

-Ability to have an artwork ONLY chapter (think comic or manga). (to be approved by admin, 
with manually entered wordcount). 



-Can subscribe not only to whole archive or system, but just one story/serial or one author  

-Ability to purchase extra words at wholesale discount. 

-Authors have the ability to turn off comments on each chapter. 

-Reviews are like comments but to be attached to the book. 

-Reviews can be edited or removed by Admin. 

-Comments are edited only by admin, but may be unpublished by author. 

-Private Messages to and From users/authors/admins 

-Ability for readers to keep list of favorite authors/books and/or bookmarks 

-Allow readers to publish publicly, to friends, or keep private their list of fav authors/books 

-Ability to re-use code as framework or CMS 

-Modular Code / Code Modules 

-REDIS or Memcached (or combination) for Caching. 

-Full Text Search System, preferably using Apache SOLR with Faceting for 
Categorization/Taxonomy 

-Ability to control access to Archived/older content based on class of user/author/purchase type. 

-Ability to group authors by pay rate 

-Facebook Style Like System 

- ability for users to prepay for content that hasn't been published yet 

-Social Media Integration (share/Like no Auth) 

-Bonuses for Authors that achieve certain read counts 

-Responsive Design / Mobile Version 

-Ability for authors to request payment (from earnings) at certain pay levels 

-Ability to Flag Content and or Users according to admin defined criteria (similar to Taxonomy 
but edited via ajax links and not opening node/content for full editing) 

-Ability to sell collections of content  

-Ability to track/add metrics 

 

Will Want Eventually 



-User Selectable CSS Themes 

-User Modifiable Themes (Colors) 

-Friends/Followers system 

-Ability for authors to post blogs/status updates of stories/books published via separate url 
authorname.blogs.nextpayge.com but with listing of blogs on front page. 

-Ability to launch a forum system at a later date (possibly integration with other software) 

-Discussions to take place about which modules will be released free or for sold to the 
community (at both our benefits) 

-Mobile App (API?) 

-Affiliate System (commission based on first month sales to new users) 

-Ability to do Single Sign On and User Sync between sites using this framework/site build 


